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Company proﬁle
Company Name

Takiron Polymer Co.,Ltd.

Address

473-1 imabuku yame, Fukuoka 834-0061 Japan

Established

November 12,2006

Capital

50,000,000 yen (as of September, 2011)

Plottage

17,835㎡

Gross ﬂoor area

8,886㎡

Stockholder

C.I. Takiron Corporation

Locations

Head Oﬃce & Factory

Yame city Fukuoka

Sales department

Tokyo, Osaka, Kyusyu

E-mail

info@takiron-p.co.jp

URL

http://www.takiron-p.co.jp

Limitation of Warranty
Values of physical properties herein are presented as typical test results in Takiron Polymer Co., Ltd. and are considered accurate to the best of our
knowledges. It is oﬀered solely for your consideration, examination and veriﬁcation, and is not to be construed as a representation or warranty
expressed or implied, for which Takiron Polymer Co., Ltd. assumes any legal responsibility. Our warranties are limited to those expressly stated in
the formal contracts or in conditions of sale on our invoices and order acceptances. Conditions and methods of use may vary and are beyond the
control of Takiron Polymer Co., Ltd., therefore, Takiron Polymer Co., Ltd. disclaims any liability incurred as a result of the use of Takiron Polymer Filter
plates in accordance with the values of physical properties herein.
No information herein shall be construed as an oﬀer of indemnity for infringement or as a recommendation to use Takiron Polymer Filter plates in
such a manner as to infringe any patent, utility model and design, domestic or foreign. The values of physical properties of Takiron Polymer Filter
plates cannot be automatically used when engineering ﬁnished fabricated components; and the fabricator or end user is responsible for insuring
the suitability of Takiron Polymer Filter plates for their speciﬁc application or end use.
THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES AS TO TAKIRON POLYMER FILTER PLATES DESCRIBED HEREIN. EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

CAUTION
Notes on Handling Takiron Polymer Filter plates
① Notes on usage
1-1. For the best suitable selection of Takiron Polymer Filter plates, ensure to carefully check temperature, chemicals, ultra violet eﬀect, external
stress and other actual conditions on which Takiron Polymer Filter plates are to be used .
1-2. In your design, it is important to consider not only the theory of strength calculation but also your experiences related to the fabricating
conditions and methods.
1-3. Figures of physical properties and other aspects are typical test values, not guaranteed performances.
1-4. According to your intended use, ensure to select suitable Takiron Polymer Filter plates.
1-5. Ensure that Takiron Polymer Filter plates are not in contact with materials that may contain harmful substances to the plates, such as ﬂexible
PVC and rubber.
② Notes on fabricating
2-1. During your fabricating of Takiron Polymer Filter plates, ensure to wear the protections such as gloves and goggles according to necessity
and use appropriate machines and tools.
2-2. During your cutting and welding of Takiron Polymer Filter plates, gas may be generated. Ensure that the fabricating room is adequately
ventilated.
2-3. When you use adhesives and solvents, there is a risk of gas poisoning, ﬁre, gas explosion and other accidents. Be careful of ﬁre, and ensure
there is adequate ventilation. Take the correct precautions according to the notes and indications on the materials to be used.
③ Notes on storage and transportation
3-1. During storing and transporting Takiron Polymer Filter plates, ensure to keep the plates placed horizontally. If Takiron Polymer Filter plates
are stored and transported leaning against a wall, the plates may warp.
3-2. Ensure that Takiron Polymer Filter plates and their fabricated plates are not exposed to direct sunlight. Don't store and transport them in a
high temperature environment.
④ Notes on disposal
4-1. If you dispose of Takiron Polymer Filter plates, always dispose the plates as industrial waste in compliance with the relevant laws and
regulations.
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Filter Plates for ﬁlter press machine
Features of each methods

We have manufacturing technology of
large sized Filter Plates for ﬁlter press
machine.

TAKIRON POLYMER
Process for production

We can produce original PP plates in 130mm
×2700mm×3550mm before machining.
*If thickness goes up, the quality generally
deteriorate. However our products can
keep it.
We use mainly PP homo-polymer. One of
some advantages is high heat resistance.
We can produce several Filter Plates
corresponding to customerʼs requirements
by excellent extruding and machining.

Generally press molding

・Extruding
・NC machining as a ﬁnishing process

Compression press
(partially NC machining)

Maximum size

2700mm×3550mm

2500mm×3000mm

Maximum thickness

130mm

approximately 100mm

Main raw materials

PP-H, PP-C, PVDF, (PC)

PP-H, PP-C, PVDF

Design

Easy to correspond to customers design
because of NC machining fabrication

Need to change a mold

Accuracy of dimension

Great fabrication accuracy by machining

Accuracy by press molding product
(partially NC machining)

Productivity

Possible to produce from small lot to big
lot

Mass production
(impossible to produce with small lot)

Others

・Few voids in products
・Free design for size and slot

Voids will easily occur at the center of
products due to shrinkage in press
molding.

(round or square)

Size which can be manufactured

Sample 2

about

Filter press machine

1

Thickness : 10mm 〜 130mm
Size : 400mm×400mm 〜 2700mm×3550mm

Production process

Filter Plate

We can produce our products by quality control system
in covering from design to packing.

Order and Planning
We can propose several plans
to customer with our many
experiences.

Original liquid is pressed into
this machine

Extruding process

2

We can manufacture original
base plates based on quality
requirement.

Sample 1

Applications ・Waste water plant
・Mining
・Food industry

Material

・Sewage plant
・Chemistry
・Paper industry

・PP homo-polymer : good heat resistant
・PP co-polymer
: high impact
・PVDF : high heat and chemical resistance
・PC
: high heat resistant and transparent

NC machining process
Water is removed by press

3

We can machine our base
plates by large sized NC
router.

Finishing process
Solid substance is drained by putting back

component mounting,
ﬁnishing surface,
inspection, packing

